
domains levels properties values emotions
image low form * line sadness, boredom

point x
circle happiness, pleasantness, calm
oval sleepy, sadness, pleasantness, calm, boredom
triangle pleasantness, happiness, anger
square sadness, pleasantness, excitement, anger
rectangle x
pentagon sadness, anger
star happiness
diamond tenderness
infinity tenderness, sleepy, pleasantness, happiness, 

excitement

regularity regular sadness, pleasantness, happiness
irregular sadness

curve wavy fear, excitement, anger
straight pleasantness, happiness, fear, calm, anger

edge * sharp sadness, excitement, anger, pleasantness, fear, 
energyround sadness, pleasantness, happiness, calm, boredom, 
anger

closure open sadness, pleasantness, happiness, excitement
close pleasantness, happiness

thickness * thin happiness, excitement, energy
thick sleepy, sadness, pleasantness, calm

size * big happiness, anger, pleasantness, energy, calm
mediumSize sadness, fear
small sadness, excitement, tenderness

hue * red fear, anger, happiness, masterful, excitement, 
sadness, energy, tenderness, surprise, boredom

orange happiness, pleasantness, tenderness, masterful, fear, 
excitement, energy, calm, anger

yellow happiness, excitement, energy, sadness, tenderness, 
pleasantness, fear,  dignity, calm, anger, sleepy, 
boredom

green calm, happiness, tenderness, sadness, energy, 
boredom, pleasantness, masterful, fear, excitement, 
disgust, dignity

blue sadness, calm, tenderness, happiness, fear, 
pleasantness, dignity, disgust, boredom

violet tenderness, sadness, masterful, fear, excitement, 
energy, disgust

purple sadness, dignity, masterful, pleasantness, fear, 
disgust, calm

pink calm, happiness, pleasantness, masterful, excitement, 
energy

brown masterful, fear, calm, sadness, dignity, boredom, 
angergrey sadness, fear, tenderness, sleepy, excitement, calm, 
boredom

black sadness, fear, anger, surprise, masterful, excitement, 
disgust, dignity

white tenderness, calm, sleepy, sadness, happiness, fear, 
excitement, boredom

multicolor tenderness, happiness, calm

brightness * bright happiness, pleasantness, excitement, tenderness,  
calm, sadness, masterful, fear, anger

dark sadness, fear, anger, boredom, sleepy, dignity

saturation vivid happiness, sadness, pleasantness, fear, energy, 
dignity, boredom, anger

low sadness, pleasantness, masterful, anger

transparency x

high complexity * simple sadness, pleasantness, happiness
complex sadness, anger

crowdedness clear pleasantness, happiness, calm
crowded fear, anger

balance balanced x
imbalanced x

density dense sleepy, anger
sparse fear, energy

volume solid anger
liquid fear

distribution structured x
disordered x

texture * soft sadness, tenderness, fear, pleasantness, happiness, 
dignity, calm

rough sadness, energy, anger
sticky sleepy, fear
nonSticky energy, anger

manipulations expansion contractive fear
expanding sadness, fear, anger

movement fastMotion excitement, energy
slowMotion sleepy, sadness
staticMotion x

movementDirection * up happiness, pleasantness, expectation, energy, anger
down sadness, sleepy, calm

symmetry symmetric pleasantness
asymmetric

repetition repete pleasantness, happiness
singularity x

rotation angle x

relations cluster attract x
repel x

depth background x
foreground x

distance x

variation contrasting x
subtle x

overlap intersect x
paralellism x

position horizontal pleasantness, calm
vertical x

weight light happiness, sadness, excitement, energy, calm
heavy sleepy, sadness

music harmonyMelody harmonySonance * consonant happiness, dignity, pleasantness, masterful, 
tenderness, sleepy, calm

dissonant sadness, energy, disgust, anger, fear, excitement, 
masterful

harmonyIntervals highInterval energy, masterful, happiness
lowInterval sadness

melodyIntervals m2 sadness, energy
m7 pleasantness, happiness
M3 masterful, happiness
M6 happiness
P4 pleasantness, happiness
P5 pleasantness, happiness, energy
Ag4 anger
unison masterful
octave masterful, pleasantness, happiness, energy
tritones energy

melodyPitchRange widePitchRange fear, happiness, masterful
narrowPitchRange sadness, tenderness, pleasantness, masterful, dignity, 

calm

pitch * highPitch happiness, masterful, energy, tenderness, surprise, 
sleepy, fear, excitement, dignity, calm, anger

lowPitch sadness, dignity, energy, pleasantness, masterful, 
fear, excitement, calm, boredom

direction ascending happiness, fear, anger, surprise, sadness, masterful, 
dignity, calm

descending sadness, tenderness, pleasantness, masterful, 
happiness, excitement, dignity, boredom

motion stepwise boredom
intervallicLeaps excitement, energy

pitchVariation largePitchVariation happiness, fear, surprise, pleasantness, energy, anger
mediumPitchVariation anger
smallPitchVariation sadness, fear, tenderness, happiness, disgust, 

boredom, anger

mode * major happiness, dignity, calm, tenderness
minor sadness, fear, sleepy, disgust, dignity, anger

tonality atonal anger
tonal pleasantness, happiness, calm, boredom

dynamics amplitude roundAmplitude sadness, tenderness, fear, masterful, disgust, 
boredomsharpAmplitude happiness, anger, energy, surprise, pleasantness, fear, 
dignity

articulation * staccato anger, energy
legato sadness, tenderness, anger, happiness, dignity, fear, 

expectation, calm

articulationVariation largeArticulationVariation happiness, fear
mediumArticulationVariatio
n

anger
smallArticulationVariation sadness, tenderness

loudness * loud anger, happiness, energy, masterful, excitement, 
dignitymoderate happiness, fear, tenderness, anger

soft sadness, tenderness, fear, pleasantness, happiness, 
dignity, calm

loudnessVariation * largeLoudnessVaration fear, happiness, anger, sadness
moderateLoudnessVariation sadness, happiness
smallLoudnessVariation happiness, tenderness, sadness, anger, pleasantness, 

energy
rapidChanges pleasantness, fear
fewChanges sadness, happiness, dignity, calm

vibrato * fastVibrato fear
slowVibrato sadness
irregularVibrato fear
largeExtent anger, happiness, fear, energy, sadness
smallExtent sadness, fear, happiness, tenderness

texture timbre * manyHarmonics anger, happiness, masterful, fear, energy, disgust
fewHarmonics sadness, tenderness, fear, pleasantness, happiness, 

boredom
sharpTimbre anger
softTimbre tenderness, sadness

highFreqEnergy highFrequency anger, fear, happiness
mediumFrequency happiness
lowFrequency sadness, tenderness, fear, happiness

attack * fastAttack anger, happiness, fear
slowAttack sadness, tenderness, fear, happiness

temporalOrganization pause afterClosure x
beforeClosure x

rhythm regularRhythm happiness, dignity, pleasantness, masterful, calm
irregularRhythm pleasantness
complexRhythm anger
variedRhythm happiness
firmRhythm sadness, masterful, excitement, dignity
flowingRhythm happiness, sleepy, dignity, calm

tempo * fast happiness, anger, fear, energy, pleasantness, surprise, 
masterful, expectation, dignity

moderate happiness, fear, tenderness, anger
slow sadness, tenderness, dignity, fear, calm, sleepy, 

excitement, disgust, boredom

tempoVariation largeTempoVariation fear, tenderness, sadness
mediumTempoVariation sadness, anger, happiness
lowTempoVariation happiness, anger, tenderness, sadness

noteDensity highDensity happiness, fear
lowDensity sadness

pattern repetition expectation
sequence x

noteDurationContrast sharpBig anger, happiness, fear
softSmall tenderness, sadness, happiness

[ * ] properties considered to have a bigger impact on human perception

[ x ] values that don't have a correlation with emotions yet
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